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 In 1950, future British prime minister Harold Macmillan proclaimed, 
“The excessive individualism of the  laissez-faire  age under-emphasised 
man’s duty to his neighbour, and exaggerated the rights of the individ-
ual man and family.”  1   A generation later, another Conservative prime 
minister, Margaret Thatcher, would declare, “There is no such thing as 
society. There are individual men and women, and there are families.”  2   In 
Australia, on the Labor side of politics, a similar shi   took place. In 1947, 
Prime Minister Ben Chifl ey proposed the nationalization of Australian 
banks, declaring, “The Labor Party throughout its existence has never 
le   any doubt in the public mind that the complete control of the fi nan-
cial and monetary system should be in the hands of the people.”  3   But, 
by the end of the century, another Labor prime minister would disavow 
state ownership saying, “Through time … people have adopted [posi-
tions] which they regard as fundamental but which to me seem abso-
lutely irrelevant. … [For instance, Labor] had commitments that we had 
to operate a bank; that we had to own and operate an airline. Bullshit.”  4   

 How did these transformations occur? The short answer is that over 
the course of the 1980s and 1990s, in countries governed by parties of 
both the right and the le  , traditional policies of Keynesian demand 
management and active state economic intervention gave way to poli-
cies – variously dubbed “neoliberal,” “economically rationalist,” and 
“New Right” – privileging the role of the deregulated, “free” markets. 
Quoting Colin Hay’s thorough defi nition,  neoliberalism  (or economic 
rationalism) as used in this book is an economic philosophy character-
ized by the following central tenets: 

 1. A confi dence in the market as an effi  cient mechanism for the alloca-
tion of scare resources. 

 1  The Construction of 
Political-Economic Imaginaries 
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 2. A belief in the desirability of a global regime of free trade and free 
capital mobility. 

 3. A belief in the desirability, all things being equal, of a limited and 
non-interventionist role for the state. 

 4. A conception of the state as a facilitator and custodian, rather than 
a substitute for market mechanisms. 

 5. A defence of individual liberty. 
 6. A commitment to the removal of those welfare benefi ts that might 

be seen as disincentives to market participation (in short, a subor-
dination of the principles of social justice to those of perceived eco-
nomic imperatives). 

 7. A defence of labour market fl exibility and the promotion and nur-
turing of cost eff ectiveness. 

 8. A confi dence in the use of private fi nance in public projects and, 
more generally, in the allocative effi  ciency of market and quasi-
market mechanisms in the provisions of public goods.  5   

 In the course of li  le more than a decade, this set of ideas became 
entrenched as normative in an increasing number of industrialized 
democracies. In what has been labelled a “counter double movement,”  6   
the very policies and state institutions that had been the cornerstones 
of the post-war, interventionist mixed economy were “systematically 
delegitimated and dismantled.”  7   The worldwide wave of market lib-
eralization was dramatic. Government economic intervention, market 
regulation, tariff  protection, and labour-friendly policies were drasti-
cally scaled back. Deregulation, a  empts to control government expen-
diture, reduce debt loads, eliminate infl ation, free up world trade, and 
reduce the infl uence of traditionally powerful trade unions, became 
widespread. Moreover, the collapse of communism accelerated this 
trend by further discrediting any kind of interventionist alternative. As 
a result, in large numbers of countries the perception became fi rmly 
entrenched that some form of liberal, free market economics is the  only  
basis on which effi  cient and successful economies can operate. 

 Given the global spread of neoliberal economic policies, and especially 
their adoption by le  - and right-wing parties alike, this book explores 
the neoliberal policy phenomenon through an examination of neoliber-
alism as adopted and promoted by four governments: two of the right, 
in Great Britain and Canada, and two of the le  , in Australia and New 
Zealand.  8   In all four countries, governments eff ected a signifi cant reori-
entation of economic policy – away from traditional methods of active 
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state economic intervention and regulation toward policies emphasiz-
ing the alleged superiority of “free market” outcomes. Each country’s 
previously dominant policy pa  ern was dramatically altered – away 
from the post-war interventionist “consensus” to a new set of policies 
oriented toward growth through market liberalization. As neoliberal 
economics became a new policy consensus, the imperatives of the 
market – effi  ciency, productivity, and output – came to eclipse such 
long-held social goals as full employment and social solidarity. In this 
shi  , both le   and right played key roles: the Conservative Parties of 
Britain and Canada inaugurated their countries’ neoliberal revolutions, 
while the Labor Parties of Australia and New Zealand drove economic 
rationalism there. Later, the opposition in these countries would sign 
on to the neoliberal agenda themselves: on the “le  ,” Labour in Britain 
and the Liberals in Canada, and, on the right, the Coalition parties in 
Australia and National in New Zealand, would all pick up where their 
predecessors had le   off . The shi   to neoliberalism was common to 
both sides of politics in all four countries – what one side of politics 
initiated in the 1980s, the other side consolidated and entrenched when 
it acceded to power in the 1990s. 

 This book analyses neoliberalism in these four countries as a prime 
example of the social construction of political and economic change. 
In this account, neoliberalism is presented as, in large part, an ide-
ational and discursive construction – what I shall call a “political-
economic imaginary” – promoted by elites as part of a strategy to reset 
the basic parameters, expectations, and shared norms of the relationship 
between the state, society, and the (inter-)national economy. Operating 
within a set of political and economic structures that both facilitated 
and constrained their policy advocacy, these norm entrepreneurs suc-
cessfully persuaded and coerced other social actors to either agree with 
or at least acquiesce to their proposed “reforms.” The long-term result 
was the shi   toward a new set of intersubjective norms about appro-
priate economic policies, the role of the state in the economy, and the 
proper expectations and aspirations of citizens, indeed the very nature 
of an advanced industrial democracy in a globalizing world – in short, 
a new  political-economic imaginary.  

 The ways in which that new political-economic imaginary came to 
prominence in Britain, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand is the sub-
ject of this book. Applying ideas primarily drawn from the construc-
tivist literature in international relations and sociology to what were 
largely domestic political processes, I deploy a constructivist model of 
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the interplay between economic ideas, norm entrepreneurs, and the 
economic and political environment.  9   That is, in addition to a showing 
 why  elites in these countries pursued neoliberalism as a radically new 
policy approach, I also focus on  how  elites successfully constructed neo-
liberal economic ideology as a set of allegedly inescapable, ontological 
facts to which no credible alternatives existed. In doing so, I emphasize 
the critical importance of norm entrepreneurs in creating, promoting, 
and reproducing social norms or imaginaries. Without denying the 
important role played by other actors and institutions, this book’s con-
ceptual and empirical focus is on the politicians and bureaucrats most 
central to the construction of neoliberalism. 

 As will become clear in the pages that follow, I make three main 
arguments about how elites go about the business of constructing (and 
reconstructing) norms. First, I emphasize how these norm entrepre-
neurs employ coercion, not just persuasion, as a strategic instrument in 
their construction of new imaginaries. Moving beyond a rather benign 
Habermasian model of communication and persuasion as the engine of 
ideational change, I show how elite constructions can also be coercive, 
forcing reluctant actors to at least acquiesce to the new normative cre-
ation. Second, I a  empt to untangle – at least partially – the intertwined 
thicket of material “reality” and ideas, arguing that a nuanced con-
structivist account of ideational change must interrogate the connection 
between material and ideational forces and eff ects. Specifi cally, I dis-
aggregate persuasion and coercion into material and ideational forms, 
showing how norm entrepreneurs in the Anglo-American democra-
cies employed all four permutations (persuasion/coercion, material/
ideational) in their construction of a new economic reality. In so doing, 
material incentives and even compulsion were deployed in the service 
of both new public policies and long-term ideational change. Then, as 
reluctant individuals were either coerced or materially induced to con-
form to the new economic structures, experience and habituation led the 
new ideological and policy paradigm to become “taken-for-granted” by 
many and even accepted by increasing numbers as objectively “true” 
and necessary. In this way, then, material infl uences were put to the 
service of ideational change. Finally, I seek to bring “politics back in” 
to the analysis of norm construction. That is, this book systematically 
integrates an analysis of domestic political institutions and processes – 
and in particular the unique opportunities and constraints presented by 
each country’s structure of political institutions – with a keen awareness 
of the strategic choices made by partisan politicians seeking their own 
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political advantage. In so doing, I focus my analysis of normative change 
on the role played by strategic political processes in each country and, in 
so doing, contribute to the engagement of the study of economic policy 
change with the conceptual purchase off ered by constructivist analyses. 

 Imaginaries, Norm Entrepreneurs, and the Ideas-Praxis Linkage 

 This book adopts the view that much of political and social life – espe-
cially such signifi cant political change as wholesale economic reorien-
tation – can be understood only with reference to the ideas about those 
spheres that human beings bring to them. While politics and society are 
more than ideas – they are not, in that now well-known phrase, “ideas 
all the way down”  10   – ideas provide the core meanings that structure 
and regulate social and political behaviour and a  itudes.  11   Because 
“behavior is pervasively a function of norms,” as Cass Sunstein puts it,  12   
large-scale changes in political (or social) systems cannot be explained 
without reference to changes in ideas about politics (or society). 
Whether the phenomenon to be explained is the end of slavery, the ban-
ning of landmines, or the rise to prominence of new economic dogmas, 
constructivist accounts such as mine emphasize that “idea shi  s and 
norm shi  s are the main vehicles for system transformation.”  13   Political 
systems change as human beings change (consciously or not, purpo-
sively or not) their dominant ways of thinking, as their views of what is 
appropriate and desirable change, and as their behaviour and interac-
tion with others change accordingly. 

 Indeed, it is only by examining the ideational shi   that took place in 
Britain, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand that we can understand 
why and how their economic policies changed so dramatically. In each 
case, former policies of state regulation and intervention were replaced 
with ones promoting privatization, deregulation, and “the market” as 
the fi nal arbiter of economic outcomes. Thus, these countries’ experi-
ences are instructive examples of a larger ideational shi   underway in 
much of the world. As regulation and protection fell into disfavour, a 
new paradigm based on neoliberalism began to take hold in much of 
the world as strategic norm entrepreneurs sought to instantiate a new 
political-economic imaginary. The cases I consider here are important 
examples of how that shi   manifested itself in a variety of forms in 
quite diff erent economic and institutional se  ings. 

 Indeed, a remarkable feature of this common neoliberal shi   in 
the Anglo-American democracies is that it occurred in countries that 
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diff ered so signifi cantly across a wide range of “material” factors, 
including population and geographic size, total economic output, 
degree of integration in the world trading system, levels of state own-
ership of industry, the structure of labour market regulation, and so 
on. As is discussed in some detail later in this chapter, each country 
adopted neoliberal policies and underwent a neoliberal ideational shi   
despite varying in important material ways. Britain has a large econ-
omy with a long history of industrial production, global fi nancial cen-
trality, and extensive international trading links. Canada, by contrast, 
is a country characterized by a much smaller economy traditionally 
dependent on trade with a single foreign partner – fi rst Britain, later 
the United States. Australia and New Zealand, meanwhile, are former 
colonies once heavily dependent on trade in primary commodities with 
the imperial power but that, in the twentieth century, sought through 
state regulation and control to insulate themselves from the vagaries 
of the international economy. Yet, despite these signifi cant diff erences 
in the size, nature, and international integration of these economies, 
economic policy – and, indeed, the very ideological foundations of that 
policy – shi  ed to the point that, by early twenty-fi rst century, both 
sides of politics in these countries had to a large extent converged on 
the new pro-market paradigm. 

 These similar changes across such structurally dissimilar economies 
cannot be understood without an analysis of ideational change. Put 
simply, there was no material change or factor common to all four coun-
tries that can fully explain the common shi   to neoliberalism. For such 
an explanation, one must examine how these new economic ideas were 
constructed as necessary, appropriate, and ultimately “true.” In ana-
lysing this construction, the ideas themselves must play a central ana-
lytical role – they constitute neither “a vague, residual category” to be 
invoked when other explanations fall short, nor are they “an undissect-
able background condition whose infl uence is pervasive in principle 
but undemonstrable in detail.”  14   Rather, what we shall see in this study 
is that changing ideas about the proper relation between the state, the 
market, and society played a key role, to paraphrase Biernacki, on their 
own – though not by themselves – in creating new material practices.  15   
In short, we need a constructivist, as opposed to a purely rationalist, 
account of policy change in these countries. 

 What we see in these countries, in my view, are the local, adaptive man-
ifestations in specifi c political, economic, and social se  ings of a larger 
global ideational shi   – put somewhat diff erently, the Anglo-American 
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cases can be considered particular species of a larger ideational genus 
developing internationally in this period. In this respect, the “unex-
pected isomorphism” of the British, Canadian, Australian, and New 
Zealand neoliberal shi  s can be traced in large part to the local con-
struction and implementation of an emergent, increasingly “universal-
istic (global) model” of neoliberal economics.  16   As John Meyer and his 
colleagues in the “world society” literature have argued, the isomor-
phism we see in states’ political, economic, and social institutions and 
policies – despite the fact that these states vary on a wide variety of 
other material scores – is o  en the consequence of common cultural 
or ideational forces that diff use from the global to the national level. 
As states increasingly defi ne their fundamental purposes, identities, 
and goals in ways consonant with the values of the emerging “world 
society,” their policies, ideational orientations, and institutional struc-
tures begin to converge around the global norm.  17   In this view, then, the 
“wider [global] system defi nes, legitimates, and supports the identities 
of [individuals, organizations and nation-states]; constructs appropri-
ate purposes and technologies for them; and helps enforce their sover-
eignty, responsibility, and control capacities.”  18   From this perspective, 
Anglo-American neoliberalism can be seen as the local working-out 
and implementation of an emerging global set of economic ideas and 
norms. 

 This view, however, must be immediately qualifi ed and complicated. 
Even supposedly universalistic global norms and cultural trends are 
instantiated in specifi c national se  ings, and, as Martha Finnemore 
emphasizes, the ways in which this does (or does not) occur are likely 
to be characterized by contestation, (re)interpretation, and agency – in a 
word, by politics.  19   In her terms, isomorphism does not imply equifi nal-
ity: “diff erent and shi  ing solutions will be tried in diff erent places, and 
local context becomes important in identifying the particular solutions 
that will be tried in each place.”  20   Each society is likely to fi lter, inter-
pret, and construct (and reconstruct) the common set of global norms 
through its own institutions, political and partisan confi gurations, pol-
icy traditions, and a host of other critical “mediation points.”  21   As Colin 
Hay has argued – identifying a number of factors that, as we will see, 
made for diversity within Anglo-American neoliberalism – pressures 
for convergence will not produce truly isomorphic results since they 

 are likely: (1) to impinge upon domestic economies in rather diff erent 
ways; (2) to challenge or reinforce distinctive national “models” and 
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practices to diff erent degrees and in o  en divergent ways; (3) to be under-
stood and interpreted diff erently in diff erent national/regional contexts; 
and (4) to be responded to diff erently, even where common understan-
dings are reached, since diff erent states have rather diff erent strategic 
capacities for implementing responses.  22   

   Put simply, even if we accept the existence of tendencies toward iso-
morphism deriving from a world society, we must investigate the con-
tingent, site-specifi c, eminently contestable, and political ways in which 
these global infl uences manifest themselves at the local level to produce 
diversity and heterogeneity. What we will see in this book is just this: 
within an increasingly global trend toward neoliberalism – a trend to 
which Britain and New Zealand, in particular, were early contributors – 
the specifi c neoliberal programs of each diff ered in important ways. In 
both respects – both in the common move toward neoliberalism and 
in the variations within that framework evinced in each country – ide-
ational factors proved key. We now turn to a more detailed discussion 
of these ideational frameworks, how they help create social “reality” 
(particularly new economic policies), and how political and social elites 
can act as signifi cant change agents, seeking to reorient these ideational 
structures while at the same time operating within and being con-
strained by them. 

 The Political-Economic Imaginary 

 A  political-economic imaginary , as I defi ne it, is a set of interrelated ideas 
concerning the proper relationship between the state, society, and 
the economy, particularly the appropriate extent and form of state 
regulation of socioeconomic life and the legitimate objectives of state 
economic policy. In structuring ideas about the appropriateness, desir-
ability, and effi  cacy of government actions vis-à-vis society and the 
market, a political-economic imaginary provides the “well-established 
meanings and social relations out of which representations” of the state 
and economy are constructed.  23   

 A political-economic imaginary is, in many ways, a species of what 
Cornelius Castoriadis has called the “social imaginary”: 

 [that construction] which gives a specifi c orientation to each institutional 
system, … which is the creation of each historical period, its singular man-
ner of living, of seeing and conducting its own experience, its world, and 
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its relations with this world, this originary structuring component, … the 
source of that which presents itself in every instance as an indisputable 
and undisputed meaning.  24   

   The concept of the social imaginary forms the centrepiece of 
Castoriadis’s argument that the social world cannot be understood 
solely as a series of rationalist responses to a variety of a priori, inher-
ent human needs. Such a purely functionalist understanding of human 
society ignores the fact that beyond such obvious basic human needs as 
food and shelter, virtually all of the rest of life’s pursuits and “needs” 
are ones we ourselves create together – that is, ones we socially con-
struct as valuable, desirable, and worthy of our time and eff ort. In 
fact, even the ways people go about satisfying their basic needs – for 
instance, the infi nite ways people choose to satisfy their hunger, o  en 
to the total rejection of other people’s ways – reveal the limitations of a 
purely functionalist explanation.  25   Even in cases in which social norms 
and practices can be seen as rational means to particular ends, the ques-
tions arise: which ends, and determined by whom? As Castoriadis puts 
it, “[T]he whole of social life cannot be understood as a system that is 
purely functional, an integrated series of arrangements geared to satis-
fying the needs of society. For every interpretation of this type imme-
diately leads to the question: functional in relation to what and to what 
end? … Every society up to now has a  empted to give an answer to a 
few fundamental questions:  Who are we as a collectivity? … What do we 
want; what do we desire; what are we lacking? ”  26   Simply put, the answers to 
these questions are generally provided by the social imaginary. 

 In this book I build upon these notions of the imaginary to address 
the relationship between state, society, and economy. Without deny-
ing the potential usefulness of rationalist analysis, my contention is 
that a particular social construction – a political-economic imaginary – 
plays a crucial role in structuring the norms and ideas that govern eco-
nomic policy.  27   Specifi cally, my argument is that the ideas inhering in 
a political-economic imaginary constitute an image of the political and 
economic worlds that acts as a powerful conceptual lens, constituting 
actors and their identities, prescribing and proscribing the behaviour of 
state and non-state actors based on conceptions of appropriateness and 
effi  cacy, and, perhaps most importantly, constraining and guiding what 
can (and cannot) be thought about the proper ends of the state and econ-
omy.  28   A political-economic imaginary contains the answers – whether 
explicitly acknowledged or not  29   – to those fundamental questions 
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Castoriadis argues are asked by each society. In fact, Castoriadis’s ques-
tions are particularly susceptible to a political-economic cast. Who are 
we as a collectivity? (And, it might be added,  are  we truly a collectiv-
ity?) What are our responsibilities to one another? What do we desire 
as a society? What are our economic and social goals? What role should 
the state – or private markets – play in the pursuit of these goals? What 
values and norms inform these choices – and our preferred means of 
a  aining them?  30   These questions are eminently political-economic in 
nature. 

 In fact, as I will be at pains to point out in this book, seemingly value-
free, objective decisions over purportedly technical aspects of economic 
policies embody (whether actors recognize it or not) implicit norms and 
values deriving from the dominant political-economic imaginary. As 
Mark Blyth cogently argues, even such seemingly “objective” and non-
ideological factors as money and “material resources … are powerful 
only to the extent that they can be mobilized to specifi c ends. However, 
neither material resources nor the self-interest of agents can dictate 
those ends or tell agents what future to construct. Ideas do this, and 
this is ultimately why they are important.”  31   

 The fascinating irony, however, is that those norms and values, 
because they derive from a largely unconscious, unstated political-
economic imaginary, can appear eminently rational, objectively true, 
and thus beyond contestation. As Castoriadis puts it, “it is the economy 
that exhibits most strikingly the domination of the imaginary at every 
level – precisely because it claims to be entirely and exhaustively ratio-
nal.”  32   As we shall see, neoliberal policies in Britain, Canada, Australia, 
and New Zealand were presented – and pursued – with a certainty 
and conviction usually reserved for se  led religious dogma. Neoliberal 
norm entrepreneurs in these countries essentially constructed neolib-
eralism as economic “fact” – and thus a  empted to immunize their 
policy approach from ideological debate or partisan contestation by 
claiming that opposition to the “facts” was nonsensical. As Australian 
prime minister Bob Hawke would dismissively retort, when chal-
lenged by opponents of his program of economic rationalism, “What 
are they in favor of – economic irrationalism?”  33   Yet, as Jacqueline Best 
argues, “economics is not, in fact, a neutral set of techniques that can 
simply be applied to diff erent situations. It is instead a profoundly 
contested fi eld of knowledge. Diff erent economic theories not only 
refl ect and empower diff erent economic and political values but are 
also based on diff erent ontological assumptions about the nature of 
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economic actors.”  34   Put diff erently, economic theories are very much 
social, constructed phenomena. 

 Thus, these fundamental questions – the Castoriadian “who are we?” 
and “what do we want?” or questions regarding the proper role of the 
state vis-à-vis the market – are not answered in a political or social 
vacuum. It is for this reason that I employ the term  political-economic 
imaginary  to highlight the ineluctable  political  aspects of imaginaries. 
Put simply, economic answers to these questions cannot be had without 
a direct engagement with the political. “What we want” and “what is 
appropriate and desirable” from an economic point of view involve a 
political-economic nexus that cannot be unwound. What sort of econ-
omy a society should have, how the state should regulate that econ-
omy, what levels and kinds of state interventions should exist, what 
economic and social goals are deemed desirable and appropriate, and 
what values the economic and social choices of citizens in a particular 
locale have are inextricably bound up with political institutions, politi-
cal contestation, and political actors. Thus, the term  political-economic 
imaginary  highlights that any economic imaginary contains within itself 
an embedded set of norms, values, expectations, and ideas about poli-
tics as well as economics and, in particular, about the nature and extent 
of the intersections between the political and economic worlds.  35   The 
term is thus  political  and  economic  in nature. 

 While I hope to show the utility of the political-economic imaginary 
concept to the study of economic policy orientations, it is important to 
deal with an important potential critique. One consistent criticism of 
constructivist accounts of norms, ideas, and their constraining infl u-
ence is that they o  en end up being highly structuralist, wi  ingly or 
not erasing any real agency. Thus, while constructivism prides itself on 
the idea of the co-constitution as a way to break through the agency-
structure logjam,  36   constructivism’s treatment of ideational constructs 
o  en seems to produce over-mighty structures and under-powerful 
agents. What appears to be a solution to the agency-structure problem 
can all too easily overspecify the constraining eff ects of ideational struc-
tures, undertheorizing the ability of agents to act with some degree of 
relative autonomy within those structures.  37   The problem is potentially 
even more severe with respect to structural change. If constructivist 
accounts end up privileging the ideational construct to the detriment of 
agency, then it becomes very diffi  cult indeed to explain changes within 
or to the ideational construct. One particularly unsatisfying option is 
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to ignore the sources of ideational change, treating them as exogenous 
and perhaps not terribly important. 

 The same problem is potentially present when using the heuristic 
concept of the imaginary, of whatever sort. As a set of foundational 
ideas about the very nature, form, and meaning of social life, the imagi-
nary could easily be conceived in terms that diminish or even exclude 
the possibility of change to those ideas and the structure they instanti-
ate. Castoriadis’s analysis of imaginaries, for instance, has no place for 
change or agents of change. Imaginaries are assumed to  be,  and while, 
of course, they are held to be social constructions par excellence, there 
is no real analysis of how they came into existence or, more to the point 
of this book, how they might change. From norms of war and peace to 
the appropriate level of state ownership of industry, how any of these 
ideas might change o  en remains unspecifi ed. 

 The diffi  culty in analysing and accounting for change is not insur-
mountable, however. First, the concept of the imaginary – perhaps to a 
greater extent than the notion of norms more generally – implies ideas 
and values of a broad, fi rst-order nature. Thus, we should expect them 
to be “sticky” over time, relatively less changing and mutable than 
other, less primary ideas. Musical preferences, one presumes, are more 
mutable than political-economic imaginaries – Australians could evince 
a predilection for new musical styles more quickly than they could 
change their conception of the proper role of the state in regulating 
industrial relations. Yet, the stability – the stickiness – of imaginaries is 
a relative, rather than absolute, one. Imaginaries, as foundational ide-
ational constructs, may be more stable and consistent over time than 
other sets of more ephemeral, less deeply held ideas ( relatively  more 
sticky), but this in no way implies that they are immutable and resistant 
to the forces of change and change agents (that is,  absolutely  sticky). 
Were imaginaries entirely resistant to change, a whole range of for-
merly normative structures and resultant practices – from slavery and 
apartheid  38   to the post-war economic policy “consensus” discussed in 
chapter two – would still be intact. Change does in fact take place – and 
it is one of constructivism’s great challenges, and promises, to explain it. 
It is here that politics and political contestation make their appearance. 

 The Ideas-Praxis Linkage 

 The shi   to new ideas and norms is o  en purposive and intentional: it 
o  en occurs as the result of conscious action by individuals (or groups) 
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commi  ed to normative change. Human beings are not automatons, 
captives of an overarching structure of ideas and institutions they are 
incapable of infl uencing. Rather – in what is perhaps the central argu-
ment of the entire constructivist school of analysis – agents and struc-
tures are part of a recursive, never-ending cycle of mutual infl uence, of 
co-constitution.  39   While the eff ects of structure are thus inescapable and 
a sine qua non of social life, at the same time, “[a]ctors are not simply 
the bearers of social roles and enactors of social norms; they are also the 
artful and active interpreters of them.”  40   One might add that actors not 
only actively interpret extant roles and norms, they seek to re-interpret 
and re-construct them as well. Actors can fi nd themselves at odds with 
existing normative structures and consciously work to reorient them 
wholesale (as opposed to conforming to them, a  empting to escape 
them, or working to alter them only marginally). As Finnemore and 
Sikkink put it in their seminal work on the topic, these “norm entre-
preneurs” are “agents having strong notions about appropriate or 
desirable behavior in their community” who set out to reorder extant 
practices through a restructuring of relevant, commonly held (that is to 
say, intersubjective) norms.  41   As a wide variety of case studies of nor-
mative change have shown,  42   norm entrepreneurs work to change the 
dominant values operative in a society or system – what I here call the 
imaginary – consciously a  empting to reorient these values in a direc-
tion they believe more appropriate and desirable. 

 In the pages that follow, I seek more fully to delineate the role of norm 
entrepreneurs in the altering of a society’s political-economic imagi-
nary. Specifi cally, I develop a heuristic of ideational change, focusing 
on various possible ways in which norm entrepreneurs may be able 
to change political-economic imaginaries through both persuasion and 
coercive constructions, and through them to policy change and change 
in political and economic systems – what I call the “idea-praxis link-
age.” Here I resist the temptation to label this relationship a “process.” 
As will become clear later, the nature of the link between ideas and 
praxis is recursive and o  en nonlinear.  Process  o  en connotes a clearer 
cause-eff ect relationship than I intend to describe here. Moreover, I do 
not claim that this heuristic representation is in any way universally 
generalizable – that is, that it is some sort of nomothetic assertion of 
what must apply in all cases. Rather, my notion of ideational change 
is indicative of  some  of the  possible  ways in which normative structures 
change, acknowledging the futility in fully accounting for the multiple 
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ways in which change can occur and fully appreciating the role that 
contingency and variation play in such phenomena. 

  Figure 1 , illustrates a schematic conception of this linkage, showing 
the relationship between the political-economic imaginary, interpreta-
tions of “objective reality,” the policy options and prescriptions deci-
sion makers employ, and the eff ect this linkage has on the nature of 
material economic and political structure.  43   While this linkage should 
be applicable to a wide range of state policies and actors, I limit my 
discussion primarily to that of economic policy and the role played by 
norm entrepreneurs in that particular regard.  

 At the base, so to speak, of this linkage is the political-economic 
imaginary itself. Here, as discussed previously, we encounter those core 
values, orientations, usually unspoken (even unconscious) assump-
tions and beliefs about how political and economic systems should be 

  Figure 1.  The Ideas-Praxis Linkage   
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structured and the roles that various actors (states, corporations, con-
sumers, political elites, etc.  44  ) can and should play. Moreover, these 
assumptions, beliefs, and values play a very important role akin to 
the Gramscian notion of hegemony – that is, they have the power to 
limit, and delimit (again, o  en in a way unbeknownst to the holders 
of those ideas), the range of acceptability of ideas, even to the point 
of making certain thoughts, ones well beyond the conceptual bases of 
the political-economic imaginary, literally “unthinkable” most of the 
time, while the preferred ideas seem eminently logical, appropriate, 
and natural.  45   As Richard Peet describes such hegemonic ideas, their 
power “resides in [their] ability to restrict serious, ‘responsible’ con-
sideration to a limited range of topics and approaches or, more gener-
ally, an ability to specify the parameters of the practical, realistic, and 
sensible.”  46   Once a particular imaginary takes root, “it seems the only 
possible one, the only one that makes sense.”  47   Thus, ideas, values, and 
policy options without conceptual roots in the political-economic imag-
inary are o  en summarily rejected, if they are even raised in the fi rst 
place. By failing to meet the standard of rationality and/or appropriate-
ness (o  en not very diff erent things in social imaginaries) contained 
in the political-economic imaginary, they simply do not “make sense,” 
and their advocates, as discussed in chapter four, are derided as irratio-
nal and hopelessly out of touch with “reality.” Hegemonic ideas, then, 
have powerful regulatory and constitutive eff ects on politics – particu-
larly by “mediating [what is and is not] ‘economic truth’.”  48   Blyth aptly 
describes the impact of such ideational priors: “Economic ideas … [act] 
as interpretive frameworks that describe and systematically account 
for the workings of the economy by defi ning its constitutive elements 
and providing a general understanding of their ‘proper’ (and therefore 
improper) interrelations. Such ideas provide agents with both a scien-
tifi c and a normative critique of the existing economy and polity, and 
blueprint that specifi es how these elements  should  be constructed.”  49   
The result is that imaginaries can have “a constitutive power in shaping 
economic orders and the manner of their embedding in wider ensem-
bles of social relations” – that is, imaginaries “can involve not only con-
strual but construction.”  50   

 Next, based on that core imaginary, a particular view of “reality” 
can emerge. Cognitive psychology has long a  ested to the fi ltering and 
structuring eff ects that prior conceptions and ideas can have.  51   In a simi-
lar way, the core ideas in the political-economic imaginary serve to help 
actors make sense of the world around them by organizing a complex 
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set of information and facts, limiting and fi ltering external “stimuli” 
and perceptions, and interpreting that “data” in a way that maintains 
consistency with – and in so doing, reinforces the apparent rational-
ity and legitimacy of – the political-economic imaginary. Political-
economic imaginaries play an important role in what Bob Jessop refers 
to as “complexity reduction” – that is, dealing with “the hypercomplex-
ity of the natural and social worlds and the impossibility of observing 
and explaining these worlds (and their interaction) in real time.”  52   

 Imaginaries thus help actors construct conceptual frames, ones that 
simplify and interpret reality. These frames, operating at a more spe-
cifi c, contextualized level than that of the imaginary, consist of “spe-
cifi c metaphors, symbolic representations, and cognitive cues used to 
render or cast behavior and events in an evaluative mode and to sug-
gest alternative modes of action.”  53   They “render events of occurrences 
meaningful, … organiz[ing] experience and guid[ing] action, whether 
individual or collective.”  54   In this way, the conceptual frame based in 
the political-economic imaginary takes the general values and orienta-
tions of the political-economic imaginary and embeds them into spe-
cifi c “realities,” all the while representing reality in ways consistent 
with the political-economic imaginary, constructing interpretations 
of that reality using the basic normative “building blocks”  55   provided 
by the political-economic imaginary, and discounting or a  empting to 
block perceptions incongruent with the fundamental precepts of the 
political-economic imaginary. The result, as in the cases of the neolib-
eral norm entrepreneurs, is that if actors are able to persuade others to 
accept their “defi nition of the situation” – that is, their particular frame – 
they gain a great deal of control, as the defi nition of a problem usually 
implies a particular solution.  56   

 Take, for example, the relationship between a particular political-
economic imaginary and the conceptual frame that is rooted in it. A 
society whose imaginary deems it a state responsibility to own and 
manage signifi cant parts of national industry will likely view the subsi-
dization of unprofi table state-owned companies – and the preservation 
of jobs in them – very diff erently than a society whose core imaginary 
emphasizes the inherent superiority of private enterprise. If ineffi  cien-
cies and fi scal shortfalls in these industries emerge, the society with the 
interventionist imaginary is likely to frame the public policy problem 
very diff erently than the society with the pro-market imaginary. Calls 
for privatization, for instance, will “play” quite diff erently between the 
two societies as the central elements in each society’s core imaginary 
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produce quite diff erent frames of interpretation of actual events – and 
indeed quite diff erent representations of “reality.” 

 The practical result of this diff erent framing and representation is 
obvious: a diff erent conceptual frame can o  en produce dramatically 
diff erent behaviour on the part of social and political agents – the third 
“stage” in  Figure 1 . Thus, a particular frame facilitates (indeed impels) 
policy-makers to generate a set of policy options consistent with that 
frame (and, beyond it, with the relevant political-economic imaginary). 
Just as conceptual frames inconsistent with the core political-economic 
imaginary are o  en “unthinkable” and ideas counter to it “irratio-
nal,” so public policy options inconsistent with the chief elements of 
the political-economic imaginary are likely to be ignored, discarded, 
ridiculed, or even, in perhaps most cases, never even “thought about.” 
This is what we will see with respect to the Anglo-American democra-
cies. Neoliberal ideas were used as “cognitive locks”  57   by norm entre-
preneurs who claimed that “there is no alternative” to the neoliberal 
“reality” of economic “facts.” Once this argument from “facticity” took 
hold, economic rationalism served to cast any policy alternatives as, in 
the quote from Bob Hawke mentioned earlier, quite literally irrational. 

 Thus, “norms shape actors’ awareness and acceptance of the meth-
ods and technologies on which they might rely to accomplish their 
objectives.”  58   The connection is clear: frames provide a means by which 
social problems are refracted through the key normative elements 
of the imaginary. Thus, in the search for ways to address the social 
problem – indeed, whether something is even held to be a problem – 
the way the problem is framed is of central importance in the shaping 
of a response. 

 The fourth “stage” in the linkage depicted in  Figure 1  is the struc-
tural change brought about by public policy. All public policies have at 
least some form of structural infl uence. Even seemingly minor policy 
changes alter, in their own ways and to varying degrees, the edifi ce 
of the institutions that structure political life. Their eff ect may not be 
large; these changes may not reform the entire edifi ce. But their eff ect 
is present nonetheless. This is even truer with respect to wholesale 
policy changes. As we shall see with neoliberalism in Britain, Canada, 
Australia, and New Zealand, a large number of signifi cant (and many 
less signifi cant) pro-market policy reforms had the cumulative eff ect of 
dramatically reordering key social and economic institutions and the 
constraints they placed on the behaviour of social actors. 


